PROVISIONAL AGENDA
Subject: 3433rd meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)
Date: 3 and 4 December 2015
Time: 10.00, 10.00
Venue: Brussels

A. THURSDAY 3 DECEMBER 2015 (10.00)
JUSTICE

1. Adoption of the provisional agenda

   Legislative deliberations

2. Approval of the list of 'A' items
   14546/15 PTS A 94

   = Political agreement
   14189/15 JUSTCIV 267 FREMP 262 CODEC 1530 + ADD 1
(First reading)
= State of play
14281/15 DROIPEN 149 JAI 877 GAF 51 FIN 784 CADREFIN 76 CODEC 1546
+ COR 1

5. Proposal for a Council Regulation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor's Office
= Partial general approach
14718/15 EPPO 47 EUROJUST 199 CATS 129 FIN 858 COPEN 334 GAF 53

6. Matrimonial property regimes and registered partnerships
(a) Proposal for a Council Regulation on jurisdiction, applicable law and the recognition and enforcement of decisions in matters of matrimonial property regimes
= Political agreement
14655/15 JUSTCIV 278
14651/15 JUSTCIV 276
+ COR 1 REV 1
14842/15 JUSTCIV 285

(b) Proposal for a Council Regulation on jurisdiction, applicable law and the recognition and enforcement of decisions regarding the property consequences of registered partnerships
= Political agreement
14655/15 JUSTCIV 278
14652/15 JUSTCIV 277
14842/15 JUSTCIV 285

7. Any other business
= Information from the Presidency on current legislative proposals
Non-legislative activities

8. Approval of the list of 'A' items
   14547/15 PTS A 95

9. Migration crisis: aspects of judicial cooperation and the fight against xenophobia
   = Follow-up of measures
   14716/15 JAI 925 CATS 127 ASIM 159 COPEN 333 FREMP 279 JAIEX 79

10. Combating on-line hate speech
    = General debate

11. Ensuring effective criminal justice in the digital age: what are the needs?
    = State of play
    14369/15 JAI 895 COPEN 319 DROIPEN 150 CYBER 110

12. Retention of electronic communication data
    = General debate
    14677/15 GENVAL 64 COPEN 330 DROIPEN 159 JAI 924

13. Any other business
    (a) Relations with the United States
        – European Union-United States JHA ministerial meeting on 13 November 2015
          = Information from the Presidency
          14735/15 JAI 928 JAIEX 80 RELEX 981 ASIM 161 CATS 132 CYBER 117
          EUROJUST 200 JUSTCIV 283 USA 35 DAPIX 226
        – Renewed framework for transatlantic data transfers
          = Information from the Commission
    (b) European Union-Western Balkans ministerial forum on 7 and 8 December 2015
        = Information from the Presidency
    (c) Work programme of the incoming Presidency
        = Information from the Netherlands delegation
B. FRIDAY 4 DECEMBER 2015 (10.00)

HOME AFFAIRS

Legislative deliberations

   = State of play
   14670/15 GENVAL 63 AVIATION 145 DATAPROTECT 218 ENFOPOL 372 CODEC 1608

   = Political agreement
   14713/15 ENFOPOL 375 CODEC 1619 CSC 299

16. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the conditions of entry and residence of third-country nationals for the purposes of research, studies, pupil exchange, remunerated and unremunerated training, voluntary service and au pairing (Recast) (First reading)
   = Political agreement
   14423/15 MIGR 64 RECH 283 EDUC 304 CODEC 1558 SOC 685
   + COR 1

17. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a crisis relocation mechanism and amending Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third country national or a stateless person (First reading)
   = State of play
   14513/15 ASIM 157 CODEC 1578

   = State of play

19. Any other business
   = Information from the Presidency on current legislative proposals

   1 Exceptionally, in the presence of the Associated States
Non-legislative activities

20. Counter-terrorism¹
   = Presentation by the Presidency and the Counter-Terrorism Coordinator
     14734/15 JAI 927 CFSP/PESC 819 COSI 159 COPS 364 ENFOPOL 376
     COTER 155 SIRIS 91 FRONT 265 CATS 131 EDUC 315
     14886/15 JAI 960 COSI 179 COTER 157 COPS 384 ENFOPOL 397
     ENFOCUSTOM 138 ASIM 165 CATS 133
   = State of play and general discussion of ongoing operations

   = General debate on implementation
     14636/15 COSI 158 CATS 123 JAI 922 ENFOPOL 371 ENFOCUSTOM 122
     DAPIX 225 SIRIS 89 GENVAL 62 CORDROGUE 92
     DROIPEN 158 COPEN 328 FREMP 278

22. Migration
   (a) Current situation
   (b) Monitoring of the implementation of the measures taken and future action
     14733/15 JAI 926 ASIM 160 FRONT 264 RELEX 980 COMIX 636
   (c) Integrity of the Schengen area
     14300/15 JAI 889 SCH-EVAL 50 SCHENGEN 37 FRONT 255 COMIX 600

23. Any other business
   (a) European Union-United States JHA ministerial meeting on 13 November 2015
     14735/15 JAI 928 JAIEX 80 RELEX 981 ASIM 161 CATS 132 CYBER 117
     EUROJUST 200 JUSTCIV 283 USA 35 DAPIX 226
   (b) European Union-Western Balkans ministerial forum on 7 and 8 December 2015
   (c) Valletta Summit, 11 and 12 November 2015¹
     = Information from the Presidency
   (d) Information on the Danish referendum on 3 December 2015
     = Requested by the Danish delegation
     14635/15 JAI 921 COPEN 327 DROIPEN 157 CYBER 112 JUSTCIV 275
     ENFOPOL 370
   (e) Work programme of the incoming Presidency
     = Information from the Netherlands delegation

¹ Exceptionally, in the presence of the Associated States
In the margins of the Council:

Meeting of the MIXED COMMITTEE (FRIDAY 4 DECEMBER 2015 – 14.30)

1. Migration
   (a) Current situation
   (b) Monitoring of the implementation of the measures taken and future action
       14733/15 JAI 926 ASIM 160 FRONT 264 RELEX 980 COMIX 636
   (c) Integrity of the Schengen area
       14300/15 JAI 889 SCH-EVAL 50 SCHENGENDN 37 FRONT 255 COMIX 600

2. Any other business
   (a) Information from the Presidency on current legislative proposals
   (b) Integrated border management system
       = Information from the Estonian delegation
       14614/15 FRONT 261 COMIX 629

____________________________